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AIDS puzzle was solved
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For about 30 years, I am involved into science researches. In May 1989, I discovered the universal law - "The Law of World 
Harmony." To test the effectiveness of the law, I chose the most important problem of mankind - the problem of AIDS. As 

a result of analysis of this problem, I came to the following conclusions:
•	 The first human got AIDS by sexual contact with a monkey.
•	 AIDS is transmitted among people through the living blood (in the vagina or rectum).
•	 AIDS develops as a result of working in human’s blood some parasitic program, that does not have a material carrier, none 

viruses do not participate in this process.
•	 The immune defense is concluded not in the fragmentation of alien viruses, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, etc. (as officially 

considered), but in binding them by the special program with lymphocytes, such as T-helper cells, that are produced by 
the thymus gland, with ejection of the product that regard from the body (e.g., in the form of diarrhea).

•	 Parasitic program connects a pair of T-helper cells among themselves and sends out them into cheeseparings.
•	 Program of AIDS is not visible under the microscope, so virologists efforts to combat it are useless.
•	 The results of parasitic program working (T-helper cells joined into pairs) are visible in the microscope, this allows reliably 

diagnose AIDS.
•	 Full body hyperthermia allows to decouple the paired T-helper cells, then they become returned for the body's defense, 

then AIDS stops.
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